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IntroductionIntroduction

•• Microarray isMicroarray is aa hybridization based hybridization based 

technology usedtechnology used to to measure the relative measure the relative 

abundance of mRNA from two samples abundance of mRNA from two samples 
((cancer and cancer and normal normal tissuetissue, , bacteriesbacteries underunder normal normal andand stressing stressing 

conditionsconditions))

•• HybridizationHybridization == matching of pairs of matching of pairs of 

nucleic acidnucleic acid



Data acquisitionData acquisition



What is it What is it for?for?

•• Used Used to compare geneto compare gene expression expression 

under different conditionsunder different conditions. . 

• “Gene expression is the entire process that 

takes the information contained in genes on

DNA and turns that information into 

proteins.” (edtech.clas.pdx.edu)



Knowledge evolution in Knowledge evolution in 

geneticsgenetics

• Gene expression



HowHow does does itit workwork??

•• Fix in Fix in a a glass glass slide slide samples of cDNAsamples of cDNA..

•• Extract mRNA from the two kinds of Extract mRNA from the two kinds of 

cells you want cells you want to to analyzeanalyze..

•• Label Label copies copies of the mRNA from each of the mRNA from each 

sample with different fluorescent dyessample with different fluorescent dyes..

•• Pour the two soups onto the glass Pour the two soups onto the glass slide slide 

and leave it there and leave it there for some for some hourshours..



Captura das 
Imagens Cy5 Cy3

Cinética de hibridização

cDNAs Misturas de cDNAs
marcados CY3 e CY5



HowHow does does itit workwork??

•• If the mRNA finds If the mRNA finds a a matching cDNAmatching cDNA, , 

they will hybridizethey will hybridize. . The The more more mRNA inmRNA in a a 

samplesample, , the the more more the respective the respective color color 

will litwill lit..

•• The scanner measures the light emitted The scanner measures the light emitted 

by the fluorchrome when excited by by the fluorchrome when excited by a a 

light at an appropriate wavelengthlight at an appropriate wavelength..



A A scanned scanned 

image of image of aa

microarraymicroarray

slideslide



A A microarray microarray slideslide

•• Is Is a a small glass small glass slide slide with about with about 11””x3x3””

•• The resolution of The resolution of aa typical microarray typical microarray 

image is about image is about 10µ10µm (1000 m (1000 pixelspixels/cm)./cm).

•• Each pixel of one channel has Each pixel of one channel has 16 16 bitsbits = = 

2 2 bytesbytes (ranges (ranges from from 0 to 65535)0 to 65535)

2 2 bytes bytes x 2 x 2 channels channels x 2000 x 4000 = x 2000 x 4000 = 

32MB32MB



A A microarray microarray slideslide

•• The red channel represents theThe red channel represents the cy5 cy5 

((wavelengthwavelength = 635nm)= 635nm)

•• The green channel represents theThe green channel represents the cy3 cy3 

((wavelengthwavelength = 532nm)= 532nm)



Problem definitionProblem definition

•• CreateCreate a a table with the estimated table with the estimated gene gene 

expression of each expression of each gene gene spoted in the spoted in the 

slide slide automaticallyautomatically andand reliablyreliably..



AplicationAplication

•• We can use the expression data to compare the We can use the expression data to compare the 

behavior of many genes and classify them using behavior of many genes and classify them using 

clustering techniques, for example.clustering techniques, for example.



Available solutionsAvailable solutions

•• ScanalyzeScanalyze: : usually doesnusually doesn’’t find misaligned spotst find misaligned spots..

•• SpotFinderSpotFinder(TIGR): (TIGR): subarrays must be placed manuallysubarrays must be placed manually..

•• ArrayvisionArrayvision: : very good on locating misaligned spotsvery good on locating misaligned spots; ; many many 

optionsoptions..

•• UCSFUCSF SpotSpot: does : does everything automatically if the image is everything automatically if the image is 

perfectperfect..

•• QuantarrayQuantarray, F, F--scanscan, , DappleDapple, , GenepixGenepix, , Imagene etcImagene etc..

•• All of them require user interaction All of them require user interaction to some to some levellevel..



Our aimOur aim......

•• Is Is to to reduce the user interactionreduce the user interaction, , doing the doing the 

job automaticallyjob automatically andand measuringmeasuring correctlycorrectly

thethe relativerelative mRNA concentrationsmRNA concentrations..

•• This will make the process cheaper and This will make the process cheaper and 

fasterfaster..

•• User interaction makes the segmentation User interaction makes the segmentation 

subjectivesubjective. . Eliminating thatEliminating that, , the results may the results may 

be be more more reproduciblereproducible..



Solution strategySolution strategy

Manual stepsManual steps

•• Tilt correction (optional)Tilt correction (optional)

•• MicroarrayMicroarray geometry parameter settinggeometry parameter setting

Automatic stepsAutomatic steps

•• SubarraySubarray griddinggridding using image profilesusing image profiles

•• Spots Spots griddinggridding using image profilesusing image profiles

•• Spots detectionSpots detection

•• Gene expression generationGene expression generation



Our softwareOur software



Parameter Parameter 

setting setting 

•• In this window the In this window the 

user sets user sets 

parameters for a parameters for a 

whole family of whole family of 

arrays arrays 

•• He can save in a file He can save in a file 

for reusing them for reusing them 



Microarray Microarray image segmentation processimage segmentation process

Hirata R, Barrera J, Hashimoto R, Dantas D, Esteves G. In press,  2002. 



We can use every pixelOr we can select some of
them based on the 

histogram information

Example
15% of intensity of foreground

Delimited the spot, we must choose which pixels will be used in 
the signal estimation

The same is done in the background

Microarray Microarray image segmentation processimage segmentation process



A vertical image profileA vertical image profile……

is the sum of the spots values of each image line is the sum of the spots values of each image line 



The The subarraysubarray griddinggridding……

Is done by filtering the horizontal and vertical profiles Is done by filtering the horizontal and vertical profiles 



And finallyAnd finally……

taking the local minima of the filtered profiletaking the local minima of the filtered profile



the same is done withthe same is done with……

the horizontal profile. Here the resultthe horizontal profile. Here the result



Spots Spots griddinggridding……

is done separately for each is done separately for each subarraysubarray



The profile filtering is simplerThe profile filtering is simpler……

having just one step, and also uses local minimahaving just one step, and also uses local minima



The spots detection stepThe spots detection step……

is basically the application of the Watershed operatoris basically the application of the Watershed operator



To avoid To avoid oversegmentationoversegmentation……

the image must be filteredthe image must be filtered



The filtered image also givesThe filtered image also gives……

markers that will be used in Watershedmarkers that will be used in Watershed



We give as input to the WatershedWe give as input to the Watershed……

the markers, grid and the filtered image gradientthe markers, grid and the filtered image gradient



Here the resultingHere the resulting……

grid in white and spots grid in white and spots cortourscortours in light bluein light blue



Segmentation exampleSegmentation example



Segmentation exampleSegmentation example



Raw data to the gene expression Raw data to the gene expression 

estimation stepestimation step

•• The raw data of a spot consists on:The raw data of a spot consists on:

–– the pixels values of both channels inside its the pixels values of both channels inside its 

rectangular region of interestrectangular region of interest

–– which pixels belong to foreground or which pixels belong to foreground or 

backroundbackround

•• Foreground is the region with spotted Foreground is the region with spotted 

cDNAcDNA

•• Background is the region without it.Background is the region without it.



Raw data to the gene expression Raw data to the gene expression 

estimation stepestimation step



Gene expression estimationGene expression estimation

•• Is to find a value that represents the Is to find a value that represents the 

relative quantity of relative quantity of mRNA mRNA in the two in the two 

samples. samples. 



Some techniques to estimate Some techniques to estimate 

gene expressiongene expression

•• Linear regression or leastLinear regression or least--squares fit of squares fit of 

the values of pixels in the two channels.the values of pixels in the two channels.



Some techniques to estimate Some techniques to estimate 

gene expressiongene expression

•• (ch1i(ch1i--ch1b) / (ch2ich1b) / (ch2i--ch2b) wherech2b) where chXichXi is the estimated is the estimated 

foreground intensity andforeground intensity and chXbchXb is the estimated is the estimated 

backroundbackround intensity of channel X.intensity of channel X.



Some techniques to estimate Some techniques to estimate 

gene expressiongene expression

•• To estimateTo estimate chXichXi andand chXbchXb we can do:we can do:
–– mean or median of all pixels in the foreground and mean or median of all pixels in the foreground and 

background.background.

–– mean or median of some percentiles in the mean or median of some percentiles in the 

foreground and background (fixed region method)foreground and background (fixed region method)

–– mean or median of higher percentiles of all the pixels mean or median of higher percentiles of all the pixels 

in the rectangle to estimate in the rectangle to estimate chXichXi and of lower and of lower 

percentiles to estimate the percentiles to estimate the chXbchXb. Foreground and . Foreground and 

background information is ignored (histogram background information is ignored (histogram 

method) method) 



Some techniques to estimate Some techniques to estimate 

gene expressiongene expression

•• In both, fixed region and histogram method, we In both, fixed region and histogram method, we 

look at parts of graphics like this, with the look at parts of graphics like this, with the 

ordered values of the pixels of both channels.ordered values of the pixels of both channels.



Some techniques to estimate Some techniques to estimate 

gene expressiongene expression

•• This graphic shows the quotient green/red, This graphic shows the quotient green/red, 

obtained by dividing the curves of the last obtained by dividing the curves of the last 

graphic.graphic.



43A - IL1



43A - Trp1



43B - IL1



ValidationValidation

•• We made controlled experiments to test We made controlled experiments to test 

the expression estimation techniques.the expression estimation techniques.

•• The objective of the experiment was to The objective of the experiment was to 

test how expression was affected by:test how expression was affected by:

–– position in the slideposition in the slide

–– dilution of dilution of cDNAcDNA

–– length of length of mRNAmRNA fragmentsfragments

–– being marked with cy3 or cy5being marked with cy3 or cy5



ValidationValidation

•• We spottedWe spotted microarraysmicroarrays with 32 blocks, each with 32 blocks, each 

block with block with 

6 genes x 5 dilutions x 2 repetitions     + 6 genes x 5 dilutions x 2 repetitions     + 

4 landmarks = 64 spots4 landmarks = 64 spots

•• We made six slides We made six slides 

like this and, onto like this and, onto 

them, we poured six them, we poured six 

differentdifferent mRNAmRNA

soups:soups:

gene 43A 43B 44A 44B 45A 45B

Irf 1 5 1 2 1 10

Trp 1 5 1 2 1 10

ST0280 1 5 1 2 1 10

IL 5 1 2 1 10 1

Q 5 1 2 1 10 1

Lys 5 1 2 1 10 1

Dilution



ValidationValidation
•• Here each point is the value of a spot obtained by the fixed regHere each point is the value of a spot obtained by the fixed region ion 

method. Spots from different dilutions are grouped. The black onmethod. Spots from different dilutions are grouped. The black ones es 

are from the three bigger are from the three bigger mRNAmRNA fragments, and the red, from the fragments, and the red, from the 

three smaller.three smaller.

sqrtsqrt( (ch1i( (ch1iAA--ch1bch1bAA) x ) x 

(ch2i(ch2iBB--ch2bch2bBB) )) )

sqrtsqrt( (ch2i( (ch2iAA--ch2bch2bAA) x (ch1i) x (ch1iBB--ch1bch1bBB) )) )



ValidationValidation

•• And here is the best result, obtained with the histogram method.And here is the best result, obtained with the histogram method.

sqrtsqrt( (ch2i( (ch2iAA--ch2bch2bAA) x (ch1i) x (ch1iBB--ch1bch1bBB) )) )

sqrtsqrt( (ch1i( (ch1iAA--ch1bch1bAA) x ) x 

(ch2i(ch2iBB--ch2bch2bBB) )) )



ValidationValidation

•• Applying the leastApplying the least--squares fit to the data of each squares fit to the data of each 

spot, we obtain results like this for the six genes.spot, we obtain results like this for the six genes.

gene stddev mean

Irf 0,2749 1,6176 1,00

Trp 0,4605 0,3999 0,25

ST0280 0,9945 1,4849 0,92

IL 1,8427 9,8712 6,10

Q 2,1836 6,9623 4,30

Lys 3,3600 2,1883 1,35



ValidationValidation

gene stddev mean

Irf 0,2768 1,6411 1,00

Trp 0,6370 2,0420 1,24

ST0280 0,5019 2,4680 1,50

IL 1,5947 9,2869 5,66

Q 1,1552 7,3863 4,50

Lys 2,6532 6,5680 4,00

•• Applying the histogram method to the data of Applying the histogram method to the data of 

each spot, we obtain results like this for the six each spot, we obtain results like this for the six 

genes.genes.



NormalizationNormalization

•• The expected expression of the gene IRF The expected expression of the gene IRF 

was 1.0 but the expression found was 1.6was 1.0 but the expression found was 1.6

•• This is due to the  physical properties of This is due to the  physical properties of 

the dyes.the dyes.



NormalizationNormalization

•• When we have a single slide, we must eliminate When we have a single slide, we must eliminate 

the constant the constant kk assuming, when appropriate, thatassuming, when appropriate, that

–– we can normalize all the spots using the expression we can normalize all the spots using the expression 

of a housekeeping geneof a housekeeping gene



NormalizationNormalization
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•• When we have a single slide, we must eliminate When we have a single slide, we must eliminate 

the constant the constant kk assuming, when appropriate, thatassuming, when appropriate, that

–– we can normalize all the spots using the expression we can normalize all the spots using the expression 

of a housekeeping geneof a housekeeping gene



Normalization by swapNormalization by swap

•• Consists on eliminating the influence of Consists on eliminating the influence of 

the dyes properties by using two slides, the dyes properties by using two slides, 

and swapping the dye used to label the and swapping the dye used to label the 

mRNA mRNA sample.sample.

•• Use it if you find the single slide Use it if you find the single slide 

normalization hypotheses too strong.normalization hypotheses too strong.



Normalization by swapNormalization by swap
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•• Better results can be achieved by doing swap Better results can be achieved by doing swap 

experiments.experiments.



Normalization by swapNormalization by swap
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•• Better results can be achieved by doing swap Better results can be achieved by doing swap 

experiments.experiments.



Normalization by swapNormalization by swap

gene stddev mean

Irf 0,2224 0,9130 1,00

Trp 0,4039 0,7801 0,85

ST0280 0,5492 1,1251 1,23

IL 0,4567 3,4928 3,83

Q 0,9869 3,7146 4,07

Lys 1,3503 1,2297 1,35

•• Using the data obtained by leastUsing the data obtained by least--sqaressqares fit from fit from 

the two slides, the deviations decreases in all the two slides, the deviations decreases in all 

genes.genes.



Normalization by swapNormalization by swap

gene stddev mean

Irf 0,0389 0,8959 1,00

Trp 0,1325 1,1096 1,24

ST0280 0,1482 1,3645 1,52

IL 0,2716 3,4475 3,85

Q 0,2964 3,8226 4,27

Lys 0,6194 2,7546 3,07

•• Using the data obtained by the histogram Using the data obtained by the histogram 

method from the two slides, the deviations method from the two slides, the deviations 

decreases in all genes too. decreases in all genes too. 



Normalization by swapNormalization by swap

•• Assuming that the best estimators are the Assuming that the best estimators are the 

ones with smaller standard deviation, we ones with smaller standard deviation, we 

analyzed the resulting standard deviation analyzed the resulting standard deviation 

of some different ways of choosing the of some different ways of choosing the 

pixels. pixels. 



Normalization by swapNormalization by swap

Higher foreground Lower foreground

Higher background

Lower background

G43: dilution = 5

•• Standard deviations using different values of percentiles Standard deviations using different values of percentiles 

for the foreground and for the foreground and bachgroundbachground. Histogram method.. Histogram method.



G44: dilution = 2 G45: dilution = 10

Normalization by swapNormalization by swap

•• Standard deviations using different values of percentiles Standard deviations using different values of percentiles 

for the foreground and for the foreground and bachgroundbachground. Histogram method.. Histogram method.



Gene expression generationGene expression generation

•• The program saves the The program saves the 

expression data in a tab expression data in a tab 

separated text fileseparated text file

•• The file has the same format of The file has the same format of 

the ones generated bythe ones generated by

ScanAlyzeScanAlyze



ConclusionConclusion

•• We created an automatic method for segmenting We created an automatic method for segmenting 

microarraymicroarray images and estimating gene images and estimating gene 

expression. expression. 

•• The process was validated by controlled The process was validated by controlled 

biochemical experiments.biochemical experiments.

•• Some future steps: Some future steps: 

–– Automatic tilt correctionAutomatic tilt correction

–– Automatic identification of bad spotsAutomatic identification of bad spots

–– Statistically test if the controlled experiments Statistically test if the controlled experiments 

represent properly real experiments.represent properly real experiments.

–– Automatic choice of the best estimation methodAutomatic choice of the best estimation method

–– Assign error bars to expressionAssign error bars to expression


